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AK INTERACTIVE

Within this APP, you will fi nd TONS of FREE material, and also our award-winning titles in books and magazines. Our 
aim is to deliver the best modelling techniques to all modellers, and teach them how to achieve the most realistic results, 
without complicated or time-consuming methods.

Just imagine, for example, that you want to add some mud or dust to your scale model. You go to the APP and check out 
that specifi c technique with the search engine feature, fi nding the exact products that you will need to achieve that result, 
as well as a guide on HOW TO USE them, and a video showing how those effects are applied. This APP is meant for all 
of us who enjoy and love this great hobby, and who want answers immediately on hand. 

INSIDETHEAPP INTRO

THE WEATHERING BRAND APP

AK Interactive APP is the defi nitive 
FREE resource for modellers to learn 
the best techniques. OUR GOAL IS 
YOUR KNOWLEDGE.



INSIDETHEAPP media

media

how to use guide

Inside MEDIA you will fi nd tons of FREE material ready 
to use, share and whatever you need. With loads of 
tutorials, videotutorials to help, teach or improve the 
modeler skills.

In this section you will fi nd PRODUCT GUIDES where 
there are samples of the product applied, a short step 
by step guide, other appliances and its results on real 
models, these are TOTALLY FREE!!.

What is really IMPORTANT is many of these 
guides have short FREE VIDEOTUTORIALS 
on how to use the product and also with tips 
and tricks. 



pdf tutorials In this section you will fi nd FREE TUTORIALS, some 
of them will be extended articles with full weathering 
techniques and other will be quick tips and tricks. Re-
ally handy when it comes the time to solve small tasks 
as assemblying Friul tracks or make a steel texture. 
And also free walkarounds on specifi c vehicles. All this 
content will be updated regularly, but we will notify you.

INSIDETHEAPP media



VIDEO tutorials

dvd video

In this section you will fi nd FREE  VIDEO TUTORIALS, 
although the tech sheets are va very good reference 
of what the product is capable, here you will fi nd more 
extended videos on specifi c tasks and on how to use 
make the latest techniques.

In this section you will fi nd ALL OUR DVD VIDEO, di-
vided into chapters to make it easier to only purchase 
the one you need or the knowledge you are missing 
when building your model. 

INSIDETHEAPP media

In this section you will fi nd ALL OUR DVD VI
vided into chapters to make it easier to only p



INSIDETHEAPP publications

publications

our goal is your knowledge

books

magazines

ak learning

tutorials

Inside PUBLICATIONS you will fi nd ALL OUR EDITO-
RIAL RELEASES to buy them at a much lower price 
than the physical ones, and watch them in your device 
in a very easy to use viewer. With this you will be able 
to see your favourite releases in digital at any time!!.

In this section ALL our books in digital 
from our awarded FAQ2 to some books 
which have not been reprinted like the 
Diorama Addicted.

In this section our magazines in digital 
and the most important the backbone of 
our Air series ACES HIGH MAGAZINE.

All the issues of our already famous AK 
Leraning releases with the best guides 
on singular tasks, a must have.

Special tutorials amde by famous mod-
elers at a very special price, actually this 
section is being developed by one of the 
best modelers of the world.



INSIDETHEAPP NEWS

NEWS

company

Inside NEWS you will fi nd articles referring to the modeling world, 
interviews with the best modelers, model shows dates and info 
and any related new that maybe interesting for the modelers.

Ak Interactive has grown thanks to the help of many modelers to be-
come one of the biggest brands for scale modeling painting, weath-
ering and effects. Our goal is to give the modeler the perfect tools to 
make the most tedious tasks more bearable to reach all those who 
try hard every day to become better and better. For those starting 
giving them the fi rst tips and tricks; and for those in a more advanced 
stages to complete their knowledge. AK Interactive is a company 
interested in what the modeler needs as it is made from modelers 
always thinking in the way to improve the modeling way.always thinking in the way to improve the modeling way.


